2013 ford focus no start

Ten problems related to car will not start have been reported for the Ford Focus. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the Focus. We had he check
engine light come. A check of the code showed a fuel delivery system problem. We also noticed
that when trying to fuel the vehicle when placing the fuel nozzle into the fuel fill a rush of air
would escape. After fueling the car would not start. Once we get the car started it would run
rough for several miles. Also, the fuel gauge was wrong. The mechanic had to replace the fuel
tank, our mechanic had to replace the fuel tank, purge valve and associated hoses, fuel pump.
Also, another problem arose with the instrument cluster. All of the gauges including the radio
went blank and would not function. The mechanic had to disconnect the battery and reset the
computer for the instruments and radio to begin working again. This car experiences sudden
loss of power leading to the inability to accelerate or even move the vehicle for varying lengths
of time. This is left me stranded in dangerous situations three times. Twice I was in traffic
coming off the I north and needing to merge my exit, then when stopped at a red light in a left
turn lane. Most recently the vehicle would not start up after being in a parked. In the latter
episode jump-starts did not help. While the dash lights eventually came on, and the windshield
wipers were able to move one to two times and then died, the engine simply would not turn
over. Initial evaluations by the dealer for an engine light gave an "overspeed code" which was
not relevant to driving conditions. The contact owns a Ford Focus. While driving various
speeds, the vehicle hesitated to accelerate and shuttered. On several occasions, the vehicle
failed to start. The cause of the failure was not diagnosed. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was not notified. The contact indicated that the vehicle was previously repaired
for the same failure. The VIN was unknown. The failure mileage was 72, Tcm updated 3 times die
to cel. Towed to dealer, after 9 days new tcm placed in car. Back at dealer for another 7 days.
Car driving sluggish and only getting 20mpg. Ford dealer claims nothing wrong. Car feels like a
pickup truck. The vehicle was taken to the dealer to be diagnosed. The contact was informed
that the battery needed to be replaced. The battery was replaced, but the failure recurred on
nine separate occasions. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
not available. I proceeded to take my foot off the gas to let the transmission catch, however,
when I put my foot back on the gas my rpms shot up again. My transmission had completely
died. I had no ability to move forward. I managed to make it to the right hand shoulder from the
left lane. I shut my car off once I reached the shoulder to see if that would help the problem.
When I tried to start my car it would not turn on. I had dashboard lights but the car would not
start. My car was still saying it was in drive when it was in park. My car ended up being towed to
Ford and they told me I needed a new transmission control module and that they have had
several Focuses come in with this problem in the last two to three weeks, so they are now
keeping this part stocked. This could have been a very dangerous situation given that i80 is a
very busy expressway and my car died while I was driving it. Stopped in stop-and-go traffic on a
major highway, when I attempted to accelerate again the vehicle flashed a warning which said
"hill start assist not available" and the engine died completely. I lost all power to the wheels and
lost power steering, was able to coast to the shoulder, where the car would not start. All
warning lights appeared to come on, including seatbelt, check engine, traction control, etc. The
car indicated it was in "drive", in spite of the fact that I had the gearshift in park. It would not
shift gears or allow me to start the engine. After sitting for minutes waiting for a tow truck, the
car suddenly appeared to function normally. I drove home, and 10 minutes later, while parallel
parking, the incident occurred again: backing into a parking space and attempting to pull back
out, going uphill, the exact same sequence of events occurred "hill start assist not available",
loss of power and steering. This time the vehicle coasted backwards into another car. No
injuries or damage. The Ford Focus cannot be trusted to be driven on the highway. I do not feel
safe driving this car. I feel less safe knowing that Fords with this problem waiting to happen are
being driving every day by unknowing drivers. This is a safety issue of the highest magnitude. It
is absolutely outrageous that Ford has issued no recalls. Tl - the contact owns a Ford Focus.
The contact stated that while at a stop, the vehicle stalled and the stop safely warning light
illuminated. The contact mentioned that the vehicle failed to restart. The vehicle was towed to a
dealer where the failure was unable to be replicated. The approximate failure and current
mileage was 1, I bought a Ford Focus hatchback on March 22, , less than two weeks. All sudden
my car died wouldn't start. I checked online, many people complaint Ford Focus has electrical
wiring problem since year , and it is continued using on year model, the wire cracking in
insulation. Ford should recall cars to fix their design problems, but I believe government needs
to step in before the big 3 motor manufacturers would take consumers seriously. Car would not
start would not go forward or go in reverse had in Ford dealership 16 times still had issues also
car rusted in least then a year had it in dealership 4 times still having issues with transmission

and rusting. Transmission sitting or moving city or highway or turning dealership was suburban
Ford on 59 road in waterford , michigan. Car Problems. Car Will Not Start problem 1. Car Will
Not Start problem 2. Car Will Not Start problem 3. Car Will Not Start problem 4. Car Will Not Start
problem 5. Car Will Not Start problem 6. Car Will Not Start problem 7. Car Will Not Start problem
8. Car Will Not Start problem 9. Car Will Not Start problem Other Electrical System related
problems of the Ford Focus. Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Horn
Assembly problems. Software problems. Wiring problems. Car Will Not Accelerate problems.
Trunk Wiring problems. O2 Sensor problems. Battery Cable problems. Camshaft Position
Sensor problems. Crankshaft Position Sensor problems. Contact Us. Log In Register. Search
Titles Only. Search Advanced Searchâ€¦. New Posts. Search Forums. Log In. Sign Up! To view
all forums and unlock additional cool features Welcome to the 1 Ford Focus Forum and Ford
Focus community dedicated to Ford Focus owners and enthusiasts. Register for an account ,
it's free and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join the Ford Focus Forum today! JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
No Start, No Crank. Thread starter ploensec Start date Jan 18, Messages 1 Likes 0. Hello, I have
a Ford Focus, it will not start intermittently. It does not crank or attempt to start. All the devices
will power up, but when you turn the key you can only hear a faint click in the engine bay area.
The battery is less than a month old and we did try to jump it. Bypassed the starter relay, that
works and it cranks. Swapped relays, still no start. Tried starting it in neutral vs park, no luck.
I'm not sure where the starter is, although I think its below the airbox as the positive lead splits
off and one goes down to where I can't see. I plan on removing those boxes when I get time to
look around. I get the feeling its a common issue with this car. Jan 19, Messages Likes Did you
check to see if the cables are tightened on the battery? I wonder if you have the same issue as
this guys. You must log in or register to reply here. Cold start problem , cant find a soulution.
Similar threads A. Started by Alqi Kassi Dec 16, Replies: 0. General Automotive Discussions.
New Member Introduction. First Generation Focus. Third Generation Focus. Squeal when I
start? Started by moodybooty Jul 10, Replies: 1. Started by Sevzrg Oct 21, Replies: 1. Ford
focus 1. No start no crank Started by hornetracing65 Feb 14, Replies: 0. Focus SVT. This site
uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if
you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn moreâ€¦. Dec 16, Sep 22, Jul 11, Jun 9, Mar 3, Jul 10, Oct 21, Jun 14, No crank, no start, no
idea. Jun 4, No start no crank. Feb 14, The transmission tends to hesitate and jerk when
accelerating. The new electronically-driven power steering can fail suddenly and without
warning. Actually, scratch that last one â€” it's always been a headache. Turning key wouldn't
start the car, though there was nothing wrong with the battery. The dashboard said "No key
found". I purchased this Focus SE from a used car lot in the middle of May For starters on first
night car dies all power shut down. Didn't think it was gas cuz it said 48mi til empty. Anyways a
guy stopped and took my boyfriend to gas station, got gas, brought it to car, then car wouldn't
start, had to get jump start. The check engine light came on next morning. I told the guy at car
lot, he says "It's normal for the light to be on cuz it doesn't have a gas cap". He said it was As Is
no warranty no return. Car started overheating, every mile I had to stop and add water, car dies
in intersection. I get out to put water and there is a small fire at front. I already had water in my
hand put out flames. I was pushed into a parking lot for safety. I had car towed and hasn't
started since. So moving forward from May16 to July 15 I have managed to use all 5 roadside
services that are for a year. I've had to have gas brought to me when it said mi til empty, jump
started, towed. And here it sits in parking lot at my apartment and won't start. I bought a brand
new battery, relays, overflow radiator cap. The only thing the computer states when key is in, is
cars transmission is not in park. That's funny cuz you can't put it in any other gear, even with
key in on position. I pay my insurance full coverage andthey can't do squat to help me unless I
take it to a repair shop. Yeah fine and dandy, I would if the stupid thing would start. I don't have
any more roadside, now I lost my job too, cuz Regional Transit couldn't get me there or back
home if I had to work late shift. I'm at a loss what do I do now? Need a job to pay for car, need a
car to get to job, without one it's hard to achieve the other realistically. My battery keeps dying 2
- 3 days later, I got a new battery still the problem persist. Checked the alternator all good. It is
Friday, get up, use auto start to get car going for work. Car runs great, work till lunch and go out
and start car, runs great. Work till 3pm and go out to start car, get in push on brake, lights, radio
and all dash lights up I just had recalls addressed not even a month ago, due to car jumping
after a stop when I accelerated on the gas. I bought this car NEW I need my car, I make
payments every month, it seems she is getting repaired more than I get to enjoy this ride. I am
sad and feel ripped off embarrassed to tell my friends I especially feel sad when Dad says My
Ford Focus Hatchback was purchased used with no warranty. It had just under 50, miles when I
bought it. I've made precisely two payments on it and suddenly it starts acting up. One day after

work, ten minutes after I drove home just fine, it wouldn't start. My driveway is a steep incline,
so once I got it started, I turned it around to face the street, so the front of the car was facing
downhill. I had a friend have that issue and said that helped So, I replaced the battery for peace
of mind, because the old battery had corrosion all over it. When the car is in a perfectly level
parking lot, it doesn't start. The electrical stuff comes on and I can see my gauges go to their
usual positions, even the radio comes on, but the engine doesn't turn over. It makes no sound.
Not even a click to attempt to start. Sometimes after several minutes, it will start up, but today at
lunch, it wouldn't start at all. Same issue. Electrical came on just fine. No start. Complete
silence under the hood. Anyone with any insight or advice, please let me know. I am desperate.
However when I went to start my Focus Titanium all I heard was a clicking noise. Don't feel
comfortable driving this lemon paint is Burgundy but considering a yellow clear coat! How can
such a great company produce a major lemon? This car Ford Focus SE will only start when it
wants to. The radio and lights come on, The battery is good and fully charged, but the engine
won't turn over. Then again sometimes it will. No sound just silent when you observe at the
engine level. It is unreliable and could not replicate the problem in front of mechanic. So in spite
of spending money and continue to get struck up somewhere and sometimes. Worst of All
Problems! Why they make these kind of low quality cars spoiling everyone's time and creating
stress? I'm having a myriad of electrical problems. Car sometimes won't start, information
screen flickers on and off and last night while driving the lights went out for just a second!!! I
took vehicle in for check up and the Ford dealership which I purchased it from could not find
any computer or electronic error problems. I am not imagining this - but they say they can't find
anything. I'm taking it back again this week to have them check again. Oh, one other thing, the
other day I was getting out of the car, everything was turned off and when I opened the door the
"radio turned on"!!! I closed the door and then opened it again and it turned off which is
normally what happens. At this point I am very nervous about this vehicle. It's 2 months of the
the 36 month warranty, but only as 27, miles on it!!!! I don't believe in extended warranties I
didn't get a warm-fuzzy feeling from the dealer that they know what is happening at this time.
But these are not "imagined" problems. They are for real. Purchased Focus back in Aug with
only 48, miles. Did my own research I took it to the local dealership and my vehicle had never
gone in for the Recall.. Took a week to tear apart transmission and get my car back.. It ran fine
up until a few months ago This morning tried to start my car.. Did a jump start still did not start.
Even tried a trickle.. STILL didn't start.. Ford still does not take responsibility for making a
dangerous, unreliable vehicle.. I've read several complaints on the cars and the many issues
they have.. Now I'm encountering those exact same issues. Car occasionally would pause
before starting. Friday it was a pronounced pause before starting. Drove to work and when
trying to leave for lunch it would not turn on at all. My dad came out to look at it and there was
power to the car as lights, radio, and console lights were working. He did mention that there
was no power to the fuse box though. Talked to dealership mechanic who said I would need to
bring in. Then car turned on I was able to leave work and after stopping at a couple stores and
having to deal with the same issue car came on after some time, I drove to my home and it
wouldn't turn on again. Next available appt with my dealership service center was Tuesday :
Just got off the phone with service repair who stated it was the PATS PassActiveTheftSystem
receiver that controls the security. Got it installed and said it turned off again and now there
may be a wire that need fixed : c'mon man! Still thinks will have to me by tonight My two year
old car will only start when it wants to. The radio and lights come one, so I don't think it's the
battery, but the engine won't turn over. My boyfriend got stuck at the park in it, we called a tow
truck and by the time it was on the way the car started and he was able to get home. There were
2 wires to my intake manifold that broke. The service manager at the dealership said they were
"fatigued" and that is why they broke. I have owned the car 3 years. What the F? I bought it off
their showroom. This apparently according to the dealer not covered under my powertrain
warranty though I do have emails out to Ford about this. So then I get stuck paying for that and
the rental car for 3 extra days because the service manager felt the need to call a cell phone
number that I had when I purchased the car instead of the contact number that was left with
service. My won't start and I've seen similar problems from different people. My car battery is
fully charged, my radio works, my lights come on, everything, except my car won't turn over
when I fully turn the key. I've noticed my car also won't recognize when I move out of park,
unless I really mess with it for a good 15 minutes or so. Then, finally it will recognize that I'm
changing gears, and it will start. I just got it back from the mechanic, but he was unable to
replicate the issue, but when I tried at home it wouldn't start. The car has had a new clutch and
now won't start. When I turn the ignition nothing happens apart from the lights and radio turning
on. The car is less than two years old and I bought new so I would have at least a few years of
trouble free driving but it looks like that will not be the case. I had a Focus which had no

problems at all, which is why I stuck with it this time. The car has several times just not started
and wouldn't jump start either. Lights, radio and everything works engine just does nothing.
Had towed in to a ford dealership and the next morning it started right up and they couldn't
duplicate the problem. Very annoying and couldn't go to work cause it wouldn't start. They said
it stored no codes and after 2 days of having the car had me come get it and said nothing wrong
to wait till it happens again. Car ran great up until miles. Brought back to dealer twice. They
drove the car and see no power loss. They have another exact car in new car inventory, but
wont drive it for a comparison. I drive miles a month, up and down the mountain from Camp
Verde to Phoenix. My concern is to be stranded on the Highway in deg heat in the middle of
summer. Not good! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Ford dealer. Most
Common Solutions: not sure 12 reports repair the wiring 2 reports replace battery 1 reports
replace battery relay 1 reports replace pats ring 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has
added a helpful site for this Focus problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. A no-start problem in your vehicle may be caused by one or more systems in
your car. It could be as simple as a loose battery connection or as complicated as an engine
mechanical problem. There are a few most-common causes you might encounter in a no-start
problem with your vehicle. Touch the negative and positive battery posts with the black and red
voltmeter leads respectively. You should get close to If not, recharge the battery or replace it.
Make sure the battery posts and terminals are clean. If necessary, clean the posts and terminals
with a 1 tbsp. Remove the two vent caps from the top of the battery using a screwdriver. Check
that the acid level is right at the bottom of the fill rings. Add battery acid or distilled water as
necessary. Replace the vent caps. Make sure the pinion gear on the starter is engaging and
turning over the engine. If the starter pinion is engaging and turning the engine, go to Step 4. If
not, go to Step 2. Turn the flywheel using a flywheel turner. If the flywheel turns without
difficulty, you might have a problem in the starter system. If the flywheel is difficult to turn or
does not turn at all, you have a mechanical problem and should have an auto technician inspect
the vehicle if necessary. Check all the starting system wiring from the battery to the starter
solenoid and the starter. Make sure the connections are tight. Fix as necessary. Locate the
Schrader valve on the fuel manifold rail. The valve is similar to an air valve on a bicycle tire and
is close to the first fuel injector on the inlet fuel line. Cover the valve with a shop rag and
depress the stem inside the valve with a small screwdriver. Use the rag to catch the squirt of
fuel. If there is fuel in the fuel line, go to the next step. If there is no fuel, you might have a
restricted fuel filter, fuel line or a bad fuel pump. Change the fuel filter if necessary or have the
fuel system checked by an auto technician. Have a helper crank the engine as you watch the
nod light. If the nod light does not flash, there is a problem in the circuit and needs further
testing by an auto technician. If the nod light flashes, the circuit is working properly. Hook the
other end of the spark tester to a good ground on the engine block. A bolt or bracket on the
engine will provide a good ground. Have a helper crank the engine. You should see a bright,
blue spark jumping the gap in the spark tester. If not, you have a problem in the ignition system:
Either a bad spark plug wires, distributor, ignition coil or ignition module. Have the ignition
system checked by an auto technician if necessary. Remove the spark plugs one by one using a
ratchet, ratchet extension and spark plug socket. Check the plug gap with a wire feeler gauge.
Compare the gap with the specification on your car owner's manual and reset it if necessary.
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w Mexico and Miami and on various websites. Step 1 Turn on your voltmeter. Set the meter to
the 20V range. Step 2 Touch the negative and positive battery posts with the black and red
voltmeter leads respectively. Step 3 Make sure the battery posts and terminals are clean. Step 1
Make sure the pinion gear on the starter is engaging and turning over the engine. Step 2
Remove the starter. Step 3 Turn the flywheel using a flywheel turner. Check for Fuel Step 1
Locate the Schrader valve on the fuel manifold rail. Step 2 Cover the valve with a shop rag and
depress the stem inside the valve with a small screwdriver. Step 3 Re-install the fuel injector
and unplug the injector electrical connector. Step 4 Plug a nod light on the injector electrical
connector. Check the Spark Step 1 Disconnect one of the spark plug wires. Step 2 Connect a
spark tester to the spark plug wire. Step 3 Hook the other end of the spark tester to a good

ground on the engine block. Step 4 Have a helper crank the engine.

